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Abstract: Monitoring of breakwaters is a key aspect to prevent failures that affect the safety and quality of service. Unmanned aerial vehicle

(UAV) photogrammetry gives low-cost and accurate geometric data, flexibility, and productivity to perform aerial surveys, although the

weather conditions restrict flights for wind speeds above 50 km=h (the Mikrokopter system). Despite the promising potential of these

systems, its ability to monitor movement of cubes in breakwaters has not yet proven. The UAV photogrammetry is tested for the research

reported in this paper in the Baiona breakwaters (northwestern Spain). A SD of 0.026 m is obtained from the point cloud. The detection limit

of the system is evaluated and rotations lower than 1° could be detected. This value is calculated from the measurable differences in height

values after the virtual rotation of a single cube. The system provides the exact position where the movement of the cube is produced and can

be easily integrated with geographic information system–based management systems. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CF.1943-5509.0000702.
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Introduction

Ports are key infrastructures that serve as main hubs for channeling

global trade. A port establishes a link between maritime and road/

rail transportation, and allows freight shipping in a safe environ-

ment, protecting them from the marine environment (Segrelles

2000).
Traditionally, ports were built sheltered by coastal morphology.

However, in recent years many outer ports were constructed due to

the need of deeper seabed for larger vessels (Molinero-Guillén

2010; Corredor et al. 2013). These types of ports typically suffer

severe attacks from waves that cause deterioration in the breakwater

armoring, especially if maintenance is not properly performed. As

it occurs with road pavements, gradual deterioration can often

pass unnoticed until weak parts induce major damage. The earliest

evidences of deterioration include displacement, breakage, or loss
of armor units that must be properly monitored to perform a correct
maintenance management. The periodic monitoring of a break-
water also provides damage data which can be linked to the pre-
vailing sea conditions during the monitoring period for increasing
the understating of failure mechanisms, and improving design
and maintenance techniques (Gómez-Martín and Medina 2006;
Lomónaco et al. 2009; Burcharth et al. 2010; Van Gent and
Van der Werf 2010).

Most of the methods used for the monitoring of breakwaters
are based on geomatic [i.e., total station measurements, aerial
photogrammetry, aerial light detection and ranging (LiDAR), and
terrestrial LiDAR] and hydrographic techniques (i.e., multibeam
echo-sounders and sidescan sonar). Typically, geomatic techniques
are used to measure the emerged area of the breakwaters and hydro-
graphic techniques for the submerged parts (Kluger 1982; Mitchell
et al. 2011; Molinés et al. 2012). The combined use of both meth-
odologies provides a complete monitoring of the infrastructure
(emerged and submerged parts).

Despite the amount of geomatic techniques to monitor the
emerged area of the breakwaters, they have some weaknesses that
make it interesting to investigate other possibilities.

Total stations are accurate instruments (<2 mm), although their
productivity is very low when many points must be measured since
the human operator must waste time targeting for each measure-
ment. A rubble mound breakwater (distances of several kilometers
are common) includes many units to be surveyed and a detailed
control of all the units will waste many working days.

Terrestrial LiDAR typically shows lower accuracy than total
stations. However, this accuracy is enough for the monitoring of
breakwaters since the displacement of the units is typically larger
than several centimeters and its accuracy is lower than 6 mm
(Gonzalez-Jorge et al. 2011). Its main advantage is the high spatial
resolution of the system that provides a dense three-dimensional
(3D) point cloud of the structure. Productivity is higher than that
achieved by a total station since the data acquisition is done
automatically without targeting by a human operator. However,
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the requirement to use different base stations during the survey is
also a limiting factor due the relative low measurement range
(150–200 m in comparison with ranges over 1 km for total
stations). Other problem is related to the sensor point of view
that generates many occlusions in the point cloud and does
not provide the complete geometric data of the structure (this
problem is shared with total stations). These occlusions come
from the shadows that some cubes produce on those that are be-
hind. Aerial point of view is always more efficient to avoid this
problem than terrestrial point of view. In addition, these systems
exhibit high price and high computational cost in data processing
due to the millions of points to be managed (González-Jorge et al.

2011). Point clouds larger than 10 million data are common.

The automatic data acquisition provides points from many areas

of no particular interest than must be then filtered by the human

operator.
Aerial and mobile LiDAR shows higher productivity than

terrestrial LiDAR due to the fact they are mounted on mobile

platforms (planes, helicopters, vans, or vessels). Accuracy de-

pends not only on the quality of the laser but also on the global

navigation satellite system (GNSS) solution. The GNNS solution

in real time kinematics (RTK) mode provides accuracies around

2 cm in xy and 4 cm in z for high-performance systems, while

LiDAR sensor give accuracies similar to those obtained with ter-

restrial systems (6 mm). Combined accuracy is poorer than that

obtained from a terrestrial LiDAR system but enough for mon-

itoring centmetric displacements of cubes in breakwaters. They

do not present many occlusions because of its overhead point

of view, especially those mounted on aerial systems. One

of the main problems is the high cost of aerial and mobile

LiDAR systems, and the cost of the plane or helicopter flights.

Computation cost is also high because they provide point clouds

even larger than those obtained from terrestrial LiDAR; 100 mil-

lion points are common (Pirotti et al. 2013; Puente et al. 2013;

Reif et al. 2013).
Aerial photogrammetry depicts some of the restrictions of aerial

LiDAR due to the high cost of photogrammetric flights and photo-

grammetric cameras. Accuracy is lower than that in aerial LiDAR

(between 5 and 10 cm is common); however, many ports in the

world still use this systems to detect movements in breakwaters

(Wiechert et al. 2010; Merchant 2012).
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) reach today high levels of

development that allow its use in a robust and simple form, present-

ing very affordable prices, even for professional systems. Operators

must take care with weather conditions, especially with wind speed

in coastal areas. Flights are typically limit to speeds lower than

50 km=h. Low-cost UAVs allow professional features as waypoints

navigation, battery autonomies near to 30 min, and the possibility

of carrying payloads of around 2–3 kg. This payload allows includ-

ing systems as digital cameras to perform aerial photogrammetry.

Flight heights are smaller (30–50 m) than those from manned sys-

tems. As a result, simpler photographic equipment used in UAV

systems can achieve the same precision of the traditional manned

aerial photogrammetry. Unmanned aerial vehicles’ photogram-

metry has shown reliable applications for the inspection of large

structures (http://www.aibotix.com), generation of digital terrain

models, environmental studies, or cultural heritage inventory

(Colomina et al. 2014; Nex et al. 2014).
The bibliography does not show applications of UAV photo-

grammetry to the monitoring of rubble mound breakwaters. There-

fore, this paper presents an UAV photogrammetry procedure to

monitor displacements in rubble mound breakwaters and the detec-

tion limit of the described procedure to prove the real possibilities

of the methodology in this field of application.

Materials and Methods

Area of Study

The rubble mound breakwater used for the research reported in this
paper is the one that protects the Port of Baiona, placed in
northwestern Spain, on the Atlantic coast of Galicia (42.124792°
N; −8.844616°E). Baiona is famous because on March 1, 1493,
La Pinta ship arrived to its port in the return trip from the discovery
of America (Christopher Columbus expedition). Nowadays Baiona
is a touristic village and its port is mainly used for yachting. Baiona
breakwaters (Fig. 1) are made of single-layer cubes of 1.2 m, whose
main characteristics are 340-m long, a crest width and height of 8.4
and 8.5 m (respectively), and a structure base width of 21.7 m with
a 49° slope angle. Baiona village suffers severe Atlantic storms
during winter, causing significant deterioration in its civilian infra-
structures, including the port. It is therefore important to develop
monitoring procedures to improve the infrastructure management.

Data Acquisition

The UAV system used for the research reported in this paper is
a Mikrokopter Okto XL (http://www.mikrokopter.de; Fig. 2). It
is a medium-cost UAV powered by eight brushless motors that in-
cludes carbon fiber/aluminum fuselage. The UAV includes a flight
control with a global positioning system (GPS) positioning, three-
axis accelerometer, three-axis gyroscope, magnetometer, and pres-
sure sensor. A Sony Nex 7 camera (http://www.sony.com/uk) has
been mounted on the aerial unit. This captures red-green-blue
(RGB) images with 24.3-megapixel (Mpx) resolution. Mounted
lens is a Sony SEL16F28 with a focal length of 16 mm (F2.8).

Data acquisition was first planned in the laboratory using geore-
ferenced images and the planning software of the Mikrokopter
system. The software generates GPS waypoints for the survey that
are uploaded to the flight control of the Mikrokopter Okto XL. The
breakwaters, UAV height (25 m), and the distance between way-
points were chosen in a way that images overlap approximately 75%.

Fig. 1. (a) Baiona port and breakwaters, highlighted (© 2014 Google);

(b) breakwaters detail (image by David Roca)
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This operation is essential for a proper post processing photo-

grammetric restitution. The human pilot is the responsible for

the takeoff and landing operations. The surveying is done using the

waypoints for an automatic navigation. A total of 68 images were

acquired.
Ground references (28 points) are measured using a GPS Settop

AL-102 to provide information for data registration. The GPS
system was used in RTK mode with an accuracy of 2 cm in
horizontal and 3.5 cm in vertical values.

Data Processing

Photogrammetry Workbench from University of Salamanca
(Spain) was used for image data processing (Atkinson 2001).
The software uses computer vision algorithms for the automatic
extraction of characteristic points of images. Because coastal

Fig. 2. Mikrokopter UAV with Sony Nex 7 during survey (image by

Higinio González-Jorge)

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional model after Photogrammetry Workbench

processing: (a) point cloud; (b) surfaces model; images were exported

from the Photogrammetry Workbench software

Fig. 4. (a) Plane fitting of the point cloud from a cube face; (b) distri-

bution of distances between each individual point and the fitted surface

Fig. 5. Segmented unit (highlighted) and the rest of the armor units of

the breakwaters
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monitoring scenes usually present variations in scale and illumina-

tion, classical algorithms based on grey levels, such as area-based

matching (ABM; Joglekar and Gedam 2012) and least-square

matching (LSM; Gruen 1985), are useless. In this sense, the scale-

invariant affine transform (ASIFT) algorithm has been incorporated

into Photogrammetry Workbench (Morel and Yu 2009). The

ASIFT includes the consideration of two additional parameters that

control the presence of images with different scales and rotations.
The correspondence points derived from the ASIFT algorithm

are the input for the orientation procedure, which is performed

in two steps, as follows: (1) a pairwise orientation is executed

by relating the images to each other by means of the Longuet-

Higgins (1987) algorithm, and (2) this initial and relative

Fig. 6. Number of displaced points detected with roll, pitch, and yaw

rotations between 0 and 10°

Fig. 7. Differences in z values of the point cloud under roll rotation: (a) 1°; (b) 10°
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approximation to the solution is used to perform a global orienta-

tion adjustment between all images by means of collinearity

equations (Kraus 1993) which could include the determination

of the camera parameters (self-calibration).
The absolute orientation is completed with the 28 GPS points

previously measured. At the end of this process a georeferenced

point cloud of the breakwaters is obtained (Fig. 3).

Evaluation of the Detection Limit

The next step involves the evaluation of the detection limit using

UAV, photogrammetry surveying of breakwaters. This test is essen-

tial to establish whether the accuracy provided by this technique is

enough for monitoring small shifts in armor units.
The first step tests the precision of the UAV photogrammetry.

One face of one cube of the armor is manually segmented using

Fig. 8. Differences in z values of the point cloud under pitch rotation: (a) 1°; (b) 10°
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cloud compare software. Cloud Compare is a 3D point cloud
processing software including algorithms for registration, resam-
pling, statistics computation, sensor management, interactive
segmentation, and display enhancement.

A plane is fitted using a least-square algorithm implemented in
MatLAB software (Fig. 4). The distance di of any point xi, yi from
the least-square best-fit plane is given by

di ¼ axi þ byi þ czi ð1Þ

where the direction cosines of the normal to the plane are (a, b, c).
The function used to minimization is therefore

E ¼
Xn

i¼1

d2i ¼
Xn

i¼1

ðaxi þ byi þ cziÞ
2 ð2Þ

where E = sum of the squared distances; and n = number of points.
Distances di between the points and the fitted surface show a

Gaussian distribution with a SD (σ) of 0.026 m (2σ ¼ 0.052 m;

Fig. 9. Differences in z values of the point cloud under yaw rotation: (a) 1°; (b) 10°
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95% coverage). According to this, any changing distance over
0.052 m between two inspection surveys could be indicative of an
armor unit displacement with a probability of 95%. This value will
be assumed as the threshold to provide an alert in monitoring of
breakwaters system. Other errors like point cloud registration are
not taken into account because they are typically lower than 0.005 m.

The subsequent step consists in the determination of the detec-
tion limit of the system (the minimum movement that can be dis-
tinguished). The movement of an armor unit can be decomposed in
six main components; three translations and three rotations.
However, due to the block to block interaction, the spatial rotation
is the most probable movement. There is no flat foundation surface
beneath the cubes so in this paper only rotational movements are
evaluated.

Additional steps of the procedure include the following:
• Point cloud preparation for simulation. A single cube is

manually segmented from the point cloud (Fig. 5). In this
way, the movement of the cube is allowed by referring to the
original point cloud using rotation matrices. These separated point
clouds are later used as the inputs to the algorithm developed to
check the sensitivity of the UAV photogrammetry method.

• Rotation of the previously segmented armor cube. A rotation
center is established in the geometrical center of the cube. A
rotation loop is programmed from 0 to 10° with a step of
0.02° (roll, pitch, and yaw angles). It is assumed that the sensi-
tivity of the method will be better than 10°, so higher angles are
not tested.

• Generation of Gaussian noise. Only data from one survey could
be used for the evaluation of the detection limit since there are not
more data available. The precision of the method was previously
calculated (Fig. 4) with the plane fitting. This data is used to
provide the Gaussian noise. Once one rotation step is done,
Gaussian noise is applied to the whole point cloud according
to the precision data, including the rotated armor cube. Thus,
although only one point cloud is used, the lack of precision during
different surveys is taken into account in the calculations.

• Displacement detection. Every point cloud of the breakwater
unit generated after each step rotation (including Gaussian
noise) is compared with the input survey data. For the compar-
ison, the unorganized point clouds are converted into organized
point clouds using a nearest neighbor algorithm. This algorithm,
also known as proximal interpolation, approximates the value of
a z data for a nongiven point in an xy organized network by the
z value of the nearest xy data in the unorganized point cloud
(Bolstad 2008). Hence, the differences between points can be
computed as differences in the z data values. Differences over
0.052 m (2σ) could be measurable by the UAV photogrammetry
technique. They are correlated with the roll, pitch, and yaw
rotation of the cube.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 6 shows the number of points that can be detected for a certain
rotation angle. These points represent differences against the
original point cloud higher than 0.052 m. Even for small rotations
of the cube (around 0.1°) some evidence of movement can be de-
tected (around 100 points over the threshold). The number of points
displaced increases with the angular rotation. For smaller angles
(between 0 and 4°), evidences of yaw rotation are more important
than evidences of roll and pitch rotation. This trend changes for
angles higher than 5°, where roll and pitch show more displaced
points.

Figs. 7–9 show the differences in z values for roll, pitch, and
yaw rotations of the cube (angles 1 and 10°). The differences in

z increase with the increasing of rotation angle in all directions.
This is related to the greater number of points that are above
the detection threshold (Fig. 6). A significant number of points still
appear around dz ¼ 0 0.052 m that correspond to those whose
difference is within the system error. Graphs from Figs. 8–10 allow

the precise location of the displaced cubes. This type of information
could be of great help to improve the maintenance and management
of breakwaters because it allows the damage location.

Fig. 10 shows a range image where the color bar indicates the
differences in z values between the initial survey and the data gen-
erated after 1 and 10° roll rotations. This type of image appears very
visual and easy to understand, also being easily incorporated into a
GIS program.

Conclusions

An UAV low-cost photogrammetry technique is developed for
monitoring rubble mound breakwaters. It appears as a productive
and reliable technique if wind conditions keep below 50 km=h

Fig. 10. Image of z changes for roll rotations of (a) 1°; (b) 10°; area

where the block is rotated is highlighted; right grayscale shows the z

displacement (codified in meters)
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(Mikrokopter system). The system is tested at the Baiona port in
northwestern Spain.

The SD of the technique was evaluated on the flat face of one of
the cubes with values of 0.026 m (2σ ¼ 0.052 m; 95% coverage).
The detection limit of the technique was measured creating
artificial rotations in roll, pitch, and yaw for one specific cube.
Gaussian noise was introduced in the simulation taking into
account the SD of the survey to make the results more reliable,
according to the precision data obtained from the survey.

Changes in the point cloud after rotations were monitored cal-
culating the distances between both datasets. The detection of any
difference in height is assumed that come from the rotation of the
cube. The technique shows that rotations even lower than 1° could
be detected. These angular differences produce dimensional
changes in z higher than 10 cm. These changes could be easily
monitored since there are over the SD of the measurements.

It is recommended to study in further works the influence of the
accuracy of the UAV photogrammetry method with camera reso-
lution, flight height, focal length, and the position of GPS controls
points.
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